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THIS MONTH:

NOTES FROM THE EDITOR

TURNER’S GUILD

LICFM

SSOW

January and July are the two months when it’s both easy and hard
for the program committee. These are always the meetings set aside
for our Round Robins. No speakers, no set topic. Just members

who bring in projects, questions, skills, tools, anything really. Bring what
you have, set it up, and just wait for the input. It’s always fun (except
when I tried to do French polishing after Charlie Morehouse made it
look easy), and you get to meet and speak to members you might not
otherwise have had a chance to speak to. 

Do you have a skill or tool you want to demonstrate? Bring it.

Are you in the middle of  a project and need help with a step? Bring that
too.

Do you want to learn how to tune and sharpen a plane? Bring it for
sure, because we will be set up for that. Joe Bottigliere is setting up for
another plane shaving exhibition. If  you think you can’t produce the
thinnest shaving, it doesn’t matter. What does matter is not only trying,
but learning how to coax that little bit more from your plane. Don’t
know how? We can take care of  that as well. 

So bring your questions, your answers, your curiosity and your tools.
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TURNERS’ GUILD
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SSOW                                                  STEVE BLAKELY

There was no old business, there was no new business.  There was however a Treasurers report.  There was
show and tell, you can see the pictures in this article.  Frank Napoli’s bird has been officially identified as a
Watzit bird from the kingdom of  “God Knows Where”.  Iris Zimmerman is doing a relief  carving and Jim

Moloney has finished his automatron.

Due to construction going on at the American Legion where the Secret Society of  Woodcarvers meet, our
monthly meeting will be July 20th which is the SECOND TO LAST Wednesday of  July.
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LICFM                                                         BEN NAWRATH

Old business. We got a camera and tripod! Thanks to Bob Mac. It’ll come in very handy at meetings with the great
attendance we’ve been having. We’re considering ordering some SIG shirts, maybe similar to the main club shirts?
Different color? Logo? Feel free to share ideas. 

Website of  the month: stumbleupon.com recommended by Don.

Tip of  the month: when mounting drawer slides in a case, use the slots for the screws rather than the round holes,
at least at first.  You get some horizontal play on the case, vertical on the drawer or vise versa for adjust-ability. Lock
it in with a screw thru a round hole.

Show and tell:
Frank brought a large spline jig for miters with a hand held router and/or a router table. 
Roger E brought in his test of  a lock miter joint. He suggests sneaking up on the joint if  you use plywood to reduce
chipping. 

Harry, Bob and Bob won the raffle! 

Tonight’s topic is plywood case construction. Why plywood? It’s stable, strong, and comes in large sizes. Perfect for
shop furniture and cabinets since it’s rugged and doesn’t have to match Grandma’s night stand. Also a great skill
builder, so you can practice everything from grain matching to edging or a new joinery technique. Plus you get to
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organize your shop. Jim made a story stick for the cabinet he wanted to build to make his cut list easier. Shop pro-
jects don’t need edging but, it looks nice, is good practice for furniture, and solid edging takes a beating. 

Norm showed his plywood break down rig he uses in the driveway with foam insulation board. This prompted a
good discussion on different techniques we all use. We all agree a zero clearance saw guide (or track saw) is essential
for a good cut if  you don’t want to run it thru the table saw, but a large single-sided, open-ended crosscut panel sled
is good for running partial sheets if  you do. Jim uses his workmate to support the in-feed side. Layout is essential, a
sheet rock or drafting T square is a good start.  

Different types of  sheet goods are available of  course. Construction grade plywood has lots of  voids and is tougher
to work with. Hardwood veneer plywood comes in lots of  species but is more expensive. “Baltic birch” has many
thin plys, and is very good, sized metric. MDO is exterior grade plywood with the outer-most plys being MDF. Solid
MDF is heavy but stable and paints well. Melamine is also good for some applications, the list goes on...

Construction techniques include Dominos, biscuits, pocket holes, dado and glue, screws or nails, dadoes with glue
and screws... just remember there’s a lot of  end grain, so size the joints before gluing. We also discussed different
ways to make exact width dadoes. 
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T h e  M a r k e t p l a c e

Routers,Sanders,Drills and more for sale,
Dennis Taddeo 631 543 2256

8/4 Cherry S2S $5.15 / bf
5/4 Cherry S2S $4.25 / bf
8/4 Poplar $2.30 / bf
8/4 Ambrosia Maple $2.45 / bf    
All Jorgensen and Pony Clamps 20% off
All Woodpecker Product 15% off
All specials are for in stock items.
This special is for March 2015 only for the LIWA Members
Urban Specialty Woods  257 Broadway Huntington Station*, NY 11746 631-903-5944
*(Editors Note): Do not confuse this address with Huntington, which also has a 257
Broadway, but it’s a house. 

I have to sell my shop; all the tools. They are currently in storage in Garden City, and need help
cataloging and sorting it. That also gives you first crack at buying them. Among the tools are a 3
HP Saw Stop; a dust collection syyste;, Sears drill press; Lie Nielsen bencg; 2 speed Delta planer;
6” Powermatic jointer; 14” bandsaw; dust collection system; Festool vacuum; router table; air com-
pressor; drills, hand tools etc.

Harry Aristodou  516-306-4780  aristidouhc@msn.com

Sears Radial Arm Saw 113.19770 Never used. Still in box. Asking $425
American 6” Jointer WBS 14/2 Asking $250
Jet Floor Drill Press with mobile stand Asking $320
Makita 10” Miter Saw LS1020  Asking $200
Jet 6” Bench Grinder JBG-6A  Asking $85
Wilton Heavy Duty Metal Vise 6A 6”jaws  Asking $175
All in mint condition

Adam Fisher 631-418-4504


